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INTRODUCTION

Have you ever listened to the latest hits from your favorite artist on Spotify or Beats Music? Or read an e-book on your Kindle? Or perhaps you are even contemplating streaming the newest season of *House of Cards* on Netflix or *Game of Thrones* on HBO instead of reading this Note. If you answer yes to any of the above, you are not alone. Digital content is becoming an increasingly ubiquitous part of our modern lives, and its consumption is growing exponentially, quickly surpassing that of its physical counterparts. In 2008, 10 million electronic books were sold in the United States. Four short years later that number rose to 457 million, and Amazon announced that its Kindle e-book sales surpassed print sales in both the United States and the United Kingdom. In 2014, the music industry saw a 13.3% decrease in physical music album sales, from 89.5 million in 2013 to 77.6 million in 2014; over the same period, the number of digitally streamed songs increased by 54% from 106 billion in 2013 to 164 billion in 2014. Market watchers report that video streaming services are also growing quickly and are poised to replace traditional cable television.

---


3. Id.


bandwidth usage in peak evening hours are from streaming videos—an amazing feat considering the versatility of the Internet.

As you are enjoying your digital content, did you consider what exactly you are paying for? Is it a good or service? Or are you crossing your brows at these inane questions and wondering why it should matter? The differentiation is important for state and local taxing authorities because goods and services are often taxed very differently. And if you are uncertain about whether digital content is a good or service, then you are in good company. When the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) studied the tax challenges posed by our now digital economy, it recognized the prevalence of retailers selling digital goods and services. The report found the line between goods and services increasingly blurry, as digital content continues to evolve and to grow more ubiquitous. In addition, the tax challenge becomes more complex as the industry expands from traditional retailers to innovative service providers such as educational institutions.

As more consumers switch to digital music, books, and movies, states increasingly lose tax revenue from decreasing physical sales.

---


7. Lily Hay Newman, 35 Percent of Total Bandwidth Usage in the Evenings is from Everyone Watching Netflix, SLATE (Nov. 21, 2014, 4:01 PM), http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2014/11/21/new_sandvine_report_shows_that_35_percent_of_evening_bandwidth_usage_is.html (“A report . . . shows that ‘34.9 percent of downstream traffic in peak evening hours’ in North America is from Netflix use. In contrast, only 14 percent is from YouTube, 2.58 percent is from Amazon Instant, 1.41 percent is from Hulu, and 1 percent is from HBO Go.”).


9. Id. at 58.

10. The OECD report noted that universities, tutor services and other education service providers now are able to provide courses remotely through streaming and video conferencing, which “enables them to tap into global demand and leverage brands in a way not previously possible.” Id. at 72. Examples of those services include online bar preparation courses offered by companies such as BARBRI, KAPLAN, and Themis as well as online juris doctor programs offered by some law schools. Even traditional law schools such as New York University are offering online courses for LLM students in selected programs to facilitate their studies while working part- or full-time. See N. Y. Univ. Sch. of Law, Executive LLM in Tax, http://www.law.nyu.edu/llmjsd/executivellmtax (last visited May 5, 2015).
This increases pressure to tax digital content. However, governments worldwide find that taxing digital products is especially challenging because digital products are often “a mix of an intangible product and a service” and therefore do not fit neatly into most existing tax laws. To make matters worse, many states have developed widely variant and incoherent taxing approaches, making for a patchwork national system. This became especially evident in the recent “Netflix cases” that have emerged in various states.

This Note will study the taxation of digital goods and services. The following discussion is divided into four parts. Part I lays out the backdrop for the discussion by examining the restraints currently placed on state and local government taxation by the Constitution and federal laws. It addresses the extent to which digital goods and services can be taxed. Part II focuses on policy goals such taxation may serve and discusses whether taxation should be imposed. Part III studies how digital content should be taxed. It surveys the various states’ approaches and analyzes the two most prominent proposed federal solutions—the Marketplace Fairness Act (MFA) and Digital Goods and Services Tax Fairness Act (DGSTFA)—to determine the extent to which they satisfy the constitutional restrictions identified in Part I and the policy goals identified in Part II. Finally, Part III makes a recommendation for taxing digital content.

11. See Hicken, supra note 1 ("As consumers switch to digital music, books and movies, many states discovered that they were losing out on valuable sales tax revenue and decided to do something about it . . . .").


14. See id. (discussing the “variety of [taxation] methods” adopted by states around the country).


This Note argues that digital products create unique challenges for state taxing authorities and that a federal solution is needed. Proposed federal legislation, such as the MFA and DGSTFA, take steps in the right direction but are insufficient in numerous ways. In particular, neither proposal alone addresses the entire issue. The MFA’s sourcing rules are mainly targeted towards the sale of tangible goods and are therefore inadequate in addressing the complexities of taxing digital content. While the DGSTFA focuses more on the taxation of intangible goods, it is too narrow to address the general issue of taxing remote Internet sellers. However, passing both bills with modifications to address their inconsistencies resolves the issue.

This Note also suggests that Congress take steps to close loopholes in both bills that can easily be manipulated to evade taxes, and that it modify parts of each bill to improve uniformity among the states. Specifically, key terms throughout both pieces of legislation are defined in reference to state and local law, which may lead to widely differing tax bases and to increased compliance burdens for sellers. Lastly, the combination of voluntary compliance and a weak incentive structure undermines MFA’s effectiveness. It can be modified to make the grant of taxing authority exclusive to participating states thereby stimulating states’ participation.18

I. CONSTITUTION AND FEDERAL STATUTES:
PREEMPTION AND LIMITATIONS

Because there is no federal sales tax, state and local governments have enjoyed exclusive taxing power over sales but have only begun really harnessing this power since the Great Depression, when traditional sources of revenue such as income and property taxes provided increasingly inadequate yields.19 However, this tax-

18. Although the current MFA does not provide non-participating states with taxing authority over remote sellers, it does not prohibit it either. Leaving judicial branches to interpret such ambiguity can be dangerous, particularly because most states already claim taxing authority. See infra notes 163 and 164 for a complete list of states that claim such taxing authority.

19. WALTER HELLERSTEIN, STATE TAXATION ¶ 12.02 (3d ed. 2014), available at 1999 WL 1398963 (discussing the origin of the state and local sales taxes); see also JOHN F. DUE & JOHN L. MIKESELL, SALES TAXATION: STATE AND LOCAL STRUCTURE AND ADMINISTRATION 1 (2d ed. 1994) (explaining that states turned to sales tax as “a desperation measure” for a new form of financing).
This section will examine limits on states’ ability to tax digital content.21

A. Constitutional Limitations on State Taxation of Streaming Content

The Supreme Court has recognized two primary and interrelated constitutional restraints on states’ taxing powers: the Due Process Clause and the Commerce Clause.22 The Due Process Clause requires that states establish a minimum connection with the person, property, or transaction they are seeking to tax and that states’ apportionment formulas be internally and externally consistent. The Dormant Commerce Clause, on the other hand, prohibits state taxes from discriminating against interstate commerce. Additionally, similar to the Due Process Clause, it also requires that states have minimum nexus to the taxpayer. The following sections will examine the two clauses in greater detail.

1. Due Process Clause

Under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, no state may “deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.”23 The Supreme Court has interpreted the clause to require “fundamental fairness of governmental activity.”24 In the context of a state’s taxing powers, the due process nexus analysis focuses on whether the “individual’s connections with a State are substantial enough to legitimate the State’s exercise of

20. Some state constitutions may also limit powers to tax intangible services. However, this Note does not address this issue because states can more easily amend their constitutions.

21. This paper will survey the current law as background and will not focus on the constitutional question of the minimum nexus or substantial nexus required for a state to tax interstate commerce. There has already been much excellent and informed discussion on the topic. See, e.g., Adam B. Thimmesch, The Illusory Promise of Economic Nexus, 13 FLA. TAX REV. 157 (2012); Bradley W. Joondeph, Rethinking the Role of the Dormant Commerce Clause in State Tax Jurisdiction, 24 VA. TAX REV. 109 (2004).


24. Quill, 504 U.S. at 312.
power over him."25 In an oft-quoted passage, the Court announced that “due process requires some definite link, some minimum connection, between a state and the person, property or transaction it seeks to tax.”26

In Quill Corp. v. North Dakota, the Supreme Court held that physical presence is not necessary for a non-resident to establish minimum contacts to the state.27 The person need only have “purposefully availed” itself of the benefits of the economic market of the forum state.28 While Quill is the most recent Supreme Court guidance on the requirements the Due Process Clause imposes on state taxation, it is informed by the Court’s personal jurisdiction cases.29 The two personal jurisdiction rulings issued by the Supreme Court in 2011, McIntyre v. Nicastro30 and Goodyear v. Brown,31 are particularly instructive, underscoring that the key inquiry is whether the company has “purposefully directed” activity toward a state.32

The Due Process Clause also requires states’ apportionment formulas to be internally and externally consistent.33 Internal consistency requires that, if the formula were consistently applied by every state, a taxpayer would not be taxed on more than 100% of its income.34 External consistency requires the formula to apportion to each state only its fair share of a multi-state taxpayer’s income.35 Nonetheless the Supreme Court has been quite permissive, upholding a state apportionment formula in Container Corp. v. Franchise Tax Board despite a 14% margin of error.36 The Court has offered little guidance regarding how much discretion states are allowed. In the only other case on the subject, Hans Rees’ Sons, Inc. v. North Carolina ex rel. Maxwell, the Court remanded because a taxpayer was

25. Id.
27. Quill, 504 U.S. at 308.
28. Id. at 317 (citing Int’l Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 316 (1945)).
29. See Mary T. Benton & Clark R. Calhoun, Has the Due Process Clause Gotten Its Groove Back?, 2012 St. Tax Notes 722 ("[N]ew guidance from the U.S. Supreme Court may help bring the due process clause back into the minds of practitioners and judges deciding state tax cases."); Brandon P. Denning, Due Process and Personal Jurisdiction: Implications for State Taxes, 2012 St. Tax Notes 837 (discussing the impact recent personal jurisdiction cases have on the state tax issue).
32. McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2785; Goodyear, 131 S. Ct. at 2854.
34. Id.
35. Id. at 169–70.
36. Id. at 184.
taxed on 250% of its income.\textsuperscript{37} While the Court has not stated whether the internal and external consistency requirements are limited to the income tax context, any proposed state or federal sales tax should meet those requirements in order to avoid constitutional challenge and as a matter of fundamental fairness.

The two restrictions are also applicable to Congress in designing a federal solution. The Due Process Clause is often more restrictive than the Commerce Clause because Congress cannot "legislate Due Process."\textsuperscript{38} Congress can expand Due Process rights but cannot take them away.\textsuperscript{39}

2. Dormant Commerce Clause

The Dormant Commerce Clause is a judicially constructed legal doctrine that U.S. courts have inferred from the Commerce Clause under Article I of the U.S. Constitution, which grants Congress the power "to regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States."\textsuperscript{40} Although the clause did not explicitly limit state regulations concerning interstate commerce, the Supreme Court has long construed it to include such a restraint, reasoning that such a power was granted to the national government, not the states.\textsuperscript{41} The Clause prohibits state laws from excessively burdening interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{42} Unlike the Due Process Clause inquiry, the Dormant Commerce Clause is principally concerned with national economic unity, the "effects of state regulation on the national economy,"\textsuperscript{43} and discrimination against out-of-state sellers.\textsuperscript{44} \textit{Quill} and its predecessors have addressed the issue of when a


\textsuperscript{39} Id.

\textsuperscript{40} U.S. \textit{ CONST.} art. I, § 8, cl. 3.


\textsuperscript{43} Quill Corp. v. North Dakota, 504 U.S. 298, 312 (1992).

\textsuperscript{44} \textit{See} Hunt v. Wash. State Apple Adver. Comm’n, 432 U.S. 333, 335 (1977) (striking down a North Carolina law targeted towards reducing competition with the state’s local apple producers).
state can tax out-of-state persons without violating the Dormant Commerce Clause.\(^45\)

i. Current Jurisprudence

The Dormant Commerce Clause requires that state tax laws do not discriminate against interstate commerce.\(^46\) The requirement is articulated mainly in non-tax cases. The current jurisprudence permits state laws that regulate “even-handedly” to effectuate a “legitimate local public interest” and that have “only incidental” effect on interstate commerce, unless the burden imposed on such commerce is “clearly excessive” in relation to the benefits.\(^47\) In contrast facial discrimination against out-of-state sellers is “virtually per se invalid”\(^48\) and only permitted if the regulations meet the high standard of advancing a legitimate local purpose that cannot be adequately served by reasonable nondiscriminatory alternatives.\(^49\)

In addition, the Dormant Commerce Clause also imposes a nexus requirement for states to tax non-residents, which has become the focus of state legislation. In 1967 the Supreme Court articulated a bright-line rule in *National Bellas Hess, Inc. v. Department of Revenue of Illinois* that the Commerce Clause requires physical presence for a state to impose taxation on an out-of-state taxpayer.\(^50\) Ten years later the Supreme Court expanded upon this rule in *Complete Auto Transit, Inc. v. Brady*, holding that the states may only tax out-of-state corporations if a four-prong test is satisfied—that the tax is “applied to an activity with a substantial nexus with the taxing State, is fairly apportioned, does not discriminate against interstate commerce, and is fairly related to the services provided by the State.”\(^51\) In 1987 the Supreme Court clarified that a taxpayer who has no property, offices, nor employees in a state may be subject to tax in that state if the activities of the taxpayer’s independent contractors establish a sufficient nexus.\(^52\)


\(^{50}\) *Nat’l Bellas Hess, Inc. v. Dep’t of Revenue of Ill.*, 386 U.S. 753, 753–54 (1967).


Following this line of precedents, one would not have been faulted for thinking that as mail-order and e-commerce businesses have developed, the Supreme Court has steadily moved away from the bright line rule articulated in *Bellas Hess*. However, to many Court observers’ surprise (and consternation), the Court reaffirmed the rule in 1992 in *Quill*, albeit in a lukewarm manner.53 Some commentators found the Court to be almost “apologetic” of defending the old rule,54 acknowledging that its modern Commerce Clause decisions signaled a “retreat from the formalistic stringent physical presence test in favor of a more flexible substantive approach.”55 The Court further conceded that, like other bright-line tests, the *Bellas Hess* rule “appears artificial at the edges.”56 The Court even admitted that, under its contemporary Commerce Clause jurisprudence, it might not have reached the result in *Bellas Hess* “were the issue to arise for the first time today.”57 Nonetheless, despite the Court’s misgivings it continued to uphold the rule, citing administrative convenience, reliance interests, principles of stare decisis, and concerns about retroactive application of a new rule.58 Some speculate that by continuing to uphold the somewhat outdated rule the Court was extending an invitation for a legislative solution by suggesting that Congress is more capable of addressing the problem.59 Justice Kennedy made the plea more explicit by writing in a recent concurrence opinion that “[i]t is unwise to delay any longer a reconsideration of the court’s holding in *Quill*.”60 Regardless of any hopes the Court might have entertained, Congress has not yet acted,61 and *Quill* left much to be desired as the (current) final word by the Supreme Court. Indeed *Quill* was

55. *See Quill*, 504 U.S. at 314 (quoting *Heitkamp v. Quill Corp.*, 470 N.W.2d 203, 214 (N.D. 1991)).
56. *Id.* at 315.
57. *Id.* at 311.
58. *Id.* at 317.
60. *Direct Mktg. Ass’n v. Brohl*, 135 S.Ct. 1124, 1135 (2014). The opinion goes on to say that *Quill* was “questionable even when decided” and “now harms States to a degree far greater than could have been anticipated earlier.” *Id.*
nominated as one of “the most maligned Supreme Court tax decisions.”

ii. States’ reaction to Quill

Because Quill was decided over twenty years ago and the Internet has greatly changed the face of commerce, the future of the Commerce Clause nexus requirement remains uncertain. In response to this uncertainty, states have begun developing their own individual methods to circumvent this restriction and to tax remote sales. These doctrines are often developed by state supreme courts as issues come up in litigation and, as a result, vary widely and sometimes conflict with each other. Currently there are three major theories allowing states to tax remote sellers: the economic presence test, the common ownership test, and franchising and affiliate agreements.

The first theory is the economic presence test, which holds that the substantial nexus requirement can be established through an entity’s economic presence in a state despite a lack of physical presence. Businesses can establish economic presence by having sales, property, payroll, or deriving income from licensing intangible property for use in a given state. This approach was first adopted by the South Carolina Supreme Court in 1993 in Geoffrey, Inc. v. South Carolina Tax Commission. The court found that the taxpayer had established the nexus through the presence of its intellectual property within the state and commented that any business that consistently exploited a state’s market has satisfied the substantial

---

64. See, e.g., N.Y. TAX LAW §1101(b)(8) (McKinney 2015) (popularly called New York’s “Amazon law,” which employs a click-through nexus approach, imposing a tax-collecting requirement on retailers who compensate state residents who link to the retailer’s website); COLO. REV. STAT. § 39-21-112(3.5) (2015) (requiring remote sellers to provide information about sales and taxes to the state and customers).
66. Id.
67. Id. at 751–52.
68. 437 S.E.2d 13 (S.C. 1993).
nexus requirement so that taxes can be imposed there. However, the case’s treatment of the nexus issue was widely criticized as cursory and led to an outcry from the business community. In an effort to calm the widespread panic and prevent businesses from terminating business operations in South Carolina, the state’s tax administration issued Revenue Ruling 98-3 in 1998. This ruling significantly limited the scope of the state law at issue in Geoffrey by setting forth a series of examples in which it would not be applicable. While the approach has been rejected by many states, North Carolina, Maryland, and New Jersey have embraced a

69. Id. at 18.
70. The court relegated the constitutional issue to a footnote: “Further discussion of the remaining requirements of the Commerce Clause [after substantial nexus] is unnecessary. Our Due Process analysis of the benefits conferred upon Geoffrey applies with dual force here and need not be repeated.” Id. at 18 n.5; see also Richard H. Kirk, Note, Supreme Court Refuses to Re-Examine Whether Physical Presence is a Prerequisite to State Income Tax Jurisdiction: Geoffrey, Inc. v. South Carolina Tax Commission, 48 TAX LAW. 271, 276–80 (1994) (criticizing the South Carolina Supreme Court’s treatment of the nexus issue). The legal underpinnings of the South Carolina court’s decision in Geoffrey may be questioned. The court’s perfunctory Commerce Clause analysis, which dismissed the significance of Quill in a footnote, did not address the considerations that led the Court to reaffirm the physical-presence standard in Quill. In Quill, the Court noted the benefits of a “bright-line” rule that avoids “[u]ndue burdens on interstate commerce . . . by the demarcation of a discrete realm of commercial activity that is free from interstate taxation.” Hellerstein, supra note 19, at ¶ 6.11[2] (criticizing Geoffrey’s cursory and evasive treatment of the issue).
72. See S.C. REV. RUL. 98-3 (Jan. 21, 1998), available at https://dor.sc.gov/resources-site/lawandpolicy/Advisory%20Opinions/RR98-3.pdf (“The purpose of this ruling is to address some of the common questions that have arisen relating to taxpayers concerned about the implication of Geoffrey.”).
74. The Department issued an updated list in S.C. REV. RUL. 08-1 (Jan. 11, 2008), available at https://dor.sc.gov/resources-site/lawandpolicy/Advisory%20Opinions/RR08-1.pdf, which contained an equally long list of limitations.
78. Lanco, Inc. v. Dir., Div. of Taxation, 908 A.2d 176, 177 (N.J. 2006) (interpreting Quill narrowly and noting that the Quill Court “carefully limited its language to a discussion of sales and use taxes”).
similar approach. Some states have gone even further and have held that banking transactions within a state establish a substantial nexus.\textsuperscript{79}

The second test allowing states to tax remote sellers is the common ownership test. To satisfy the Commerce Clause, some states including California have accepted that, when an Internet or mail order retailer and an in-state brick-and-mortar business have common ownership, the Internet or mail order retailer has developed a substantial nexus to the state.\textsuperscript{80} However, this theory was rejected by other states such as Connecticut\textsuperscript{81} and Louisiana\textsuperscript{82} in factually similar cases.

The third theory allowing for taxation of out-of-state sellers is an extension of the common ownership test and asserts that taxpayers can establish a substantial nexus through franchise or affiliate agreements with in-state residents.\textsuperscript{83} At least thirty states take the position that a business establishes a nexus to a state by licensing a trademark or trade name there.\textsuperscript{84} For example, in a landmark case the Iowa Supreme Court found that a Delaware corporation with a principal place of business in Kentucky had established a substantial nexus in Iowa through licensing franchises and therefore was subject to tax there.\textsuperscript{85}

\textsuperscript{79} See, e.g., Tax Comm’r of State v. MBNA Am. Bank, N.A., 640 S.E.2d 226, 235–36 (W. Va. 2006) (holding that an out-of-state bank’s solicitation of and providing credit card services to in-state residents was sufficient to establish a substantial nexus); Capital One Bank v. Comm’r of Revenue, 899 N.E.2d 76, 86–87 (Mass. 2009) (adopting flexible economic substance analysis rather than physical presence test in context of financial institution excise taxes).

\textsuperscript{80} See Borders Online, LLC v. State Bd. of Equalization, 29 Cal. Rptr. 3d 176, 190–91 (Cal. Ct. App. 2005); Wolongevicz, supra note 65, at 750–51.

\textsuperscript{81} SFA Folio Collections, Inc. v. Bannon, 585 A.2d 666, 668 (Conn. 1991).


\textsuperscript{85} KFC Corp. v. Iowa Dep’t of Revenue, 792 N.W.2d 308, 310, 328 (Iowa 2010).
The “affiliate agreements” theory was raised in two cases famously known as the “Amazon tax” cases. New York levied taxes on Internet retailers such as Amazon.com and Overstock.com, arguing that they had established a nexus with the state by entering into affiliate relationships with in-state advertisers that typically provide a referral to Amazon.com or Overstock.com on their websites. The state’s highest court, the New York Court of Appeals, upheld the tax, holding that the affiliate agreements amounted to active advertising by the retailers and therefore created a substantial nexus. The U.S. Supreme Court denied certiorari without any commentary.

This approach has been rejected by some other states. For example, the Illinois Supreme Court struck down the state’s Main Street Fairness Act of 2011—which required out-of-state retailers to withhold sales tax—holding that it was preempted by the federal Internet Tax Freedom Act. However, the fate of the legislation is uncertain because Illinois planned to reenact the law by broadening it to impose withholding obligations on both electronic and non-electronic out-of-state retailers, presumably eliminating concerns about discriminating against digital commerce. Similarly Colorado’s “notification law” was struck down by a federal district court on Commerce Clause grounds. However, the Tenth Circuit subsequently determined that federal courts lack jurisdiction to decide such issues under the Tax Injunction Act. The U.S. Supreme Court disagreed, unanimously holding that the Act does not deny federal courts such jurisdiction. As a result the fate of the Colorado law is still pending on the Tenth Circuit’s decision on the mer-

87. Id.
88. Id.
93. Direct Mktg. Ass’n v. Brohl, 735 F.3d 904, 921 (10th Cir. 2013).
its on remand.\(^{95}\) The Supreme Court’s decision is important in keeping open taxpayers’ access to federal courts in bringing future challenges to “Amazon laws.”

In sum, while the constitutional restrictions on states’ powers to tax remote sellers is far from clear, it seems that many states believe such entities should be taxed and are struggling with a viable theory to tax them. This is an important issue for taxing digital content, because unlike physical sales, digital sales may not always satisfy the physical presence test; the transactions occur virtually over the Internet and the distributing company does not necessarily have to have a presence in the state to enter into a transaction with a consumer. Perhaps because of the constitutional uncertainty, states’ approaches vary widely. Barring state and local tax credits, which not every state currently gives, the inconsistencies may lead to double taxation.\(^{96}\) This is not only undesirable but prohibited by the Due Process Clause.

### B. Federal Statutes

Congress may also restrict states’ ability to tax through federal statutes, which may either explicitly prohibit some state taxation or implicitly preempt it by legislating in the same field. Currently the Internet Tax Freedom Act (ITFA)\(^ {97}\) is the only federal statute that impacts states’ abilities to tax Internet streaming, but several others have been proposed.\(^ {98}\)

The original ITFA was passed in 1998.\(^ {99}\) As the Internet became more popular, legislators proposed taxing Internet consumption through a “bit tax” which would tax users based on the amount of data they consumed.\(^ {100}\) Congress recognized that such taxes could slow the growth of the Internet and responded by passing the ITFA to prohibit taxes on Internet services, discriminatory taxes that would only apply when a product is sold online, and some

\(^{95}\) Id. at 1134.

\(^{96}\) See Comptroller of Treasury of Md. v. Wynne, 135 S. Ct. 1787, 1794 (2015) (striking down Maryland’s imposition of double taxation on out-of-state earnings on the grounds that it failed the “internal consistency” test but remaining ambiguous about whether states are required to give tax credits).


\(^{98}\) See infra Part III.B.2–3.


taxes on online transactions from multiple jurisdictions. There is a common misconception that the ITFA prohibits states from taxing digital content. In fact the ITFA does not prohibit state taxes that are administered equally without regard to whether the sale was face-to-face, via mail order, or over the Internet. The original ITFA expired in 2001 but has consistently been renewed by Congress. The current ITFA was recently extended to expire in late 2015, but legislation has been proposed to make it permanent.

One might argue that digital content, such as streaming video, is a purely Internet-based service and thus is exempt from tax under the ITFA. However, such an opinion is not generally accepted because much digital content is a substitute for in-person goods or services. For example, streaming video is a close substitute for in-store DVD rentals and purchases, television, and movie tickets. In

---

101. Pub. L. No. 105-277, tit. XI, § 1101, 112 Stat. 2681-719. The restriction partially stems from the concern that states could try to reduce competition for their local businesses by overtaxing digital goods, because the seller of digital goods is less likely to be located in that state. Historically states have engaged in this type of protectionist behavior in similar circumstances. See Hunt v. Wash. State Apple Adver. Comm’n, 432 U.S. 333, 335 (1977) (striking down North Carolina law which devised regulations raising the cost of out-of-state apple growers and increasing the market share of in-state apple farmers).

102. Internet Tax Freedom Act §1101(b) (“Except as provided in this section [imposing the moratorium] nothing in this title shall be construed to modify, impair, or supersede, or authorize the modification, impairment, or superseding of, any State or local law pertaining to taxation that is otherwise permissible by or under the Constitution of the United States or other Federal law and in effect on the date of enactment of this Act.”).


105. Permanent Internet Tax Freedom Act, H.R. 3086, 113th Cong. (2014). The Permanent Internet Tax Freedom Act was passed by the house on July 15, 2014 and is currently under consideration by the Senate.

deed the pay-TV industry is estimated to have lost 179,000 customers in just the third quarter of 2014 to streaming services, a steeper decline from the 2013 third-quarter loss of 83,000. This decline in traditional cable services would mean a significant drop in state revenue if states yielded their taxing authority over streaming services. Similarly, e-books and streaming music are also close substitutes for physical books and albums.

II. SHOULD DIGITAL CONTENT BE TAXED? A POLICY DISCUSSION

This section addresses the reasons why digital content should or should not be taxed. Part A of the section presents the traditional efficiency arguments for aligning the tax treatment of digital and physical products. Part B addresses the unique technical difficulties of taxing digital commerce. Part C examines the argument that digital content should not be taxed or should be taxed selectively for the protection of small businesses. Part D surveys potential policy justifications for imposing differential tax treatments on digital and physical products.

A. Efficiency

One of the major arguments for taxing digital content is efficiency. An efficient commodity tax system should reflect what is sold, not how it is sold. Taxing digital content would serve two efficiency goals: first, leveling the playing field between traditional brick-and-mortar stores and online businesses; and second, clos-


108. See, e.g., Paul Caron, Repetti Presents The Role of Economic Efficiency in Formulating Tax Policy Today at Loyola-Chicago, TAXPROF BLOG (Nov. 18, 2014), http://taxprof.typepad.com/taxprof_blog/2014/11/repetti-presents.html (“Traditionally, the great democracies of the western world assigned equal weight to distributive justice and economic efficiency in designing a tax system. In the past few decades, however, economic efficiency has dominated the debate about the best design of a tax system in politics and analysis by legal academics.” (quoting abstract of Professor Repetti’s presentation)).

109. See Wolongevicz, supra note 65, at 750.

ing the gap between states’ expenditure outputs and revenue recovery.111

1. Leveling the Playing Field

While there may be good policy reasons for exempting some categories of goods from taxation, it is generally more difficult to justify different tax treatment of the same product based on how it is sold unless it is explicitly to encourage a certain mode of purchase. Most economists agree that, absent compelling policy goals, an ideal tax should maximize efficiency by not inducing changes in economic behavior, which creates deadweight losses.112 Tax loopholes are inefficient because businesses will place a premium on tax-evasive structures or transactions, producing a distorted response to the market and causing businesses to tie up resources in activities that generate no social utility. Not taxing digital content while taxing their physical counterpart would encourage Internet transactions, and businesses would seek to obliterate their physical presence in the taxing states to avoid establishing a nexus. This result should only be encouraged if one believes its benefits warrant the use of a tax subsidy. It is difficult to justify a preference for consumers to stream an Internet movie over renting DVDs or watching them in the movie theater.113

Nonetheless an efficient tax system does not necessarily demand that the digital content be taxed in exactly the same way as its physical counterpart. To reach the conclusion that the two taxes must mirror each other requires the underlying assumption that the digital product is exactly the same as its physical counterpart, and many argue that this requirement is not met. Steve DelBianco, executive director of NetChoice, a coalition of e-commerce firms like Yahoo!, Facebook, and AOL, notes that digital content is not simply the digital equivalent of books and CDs.114 Unlike physical products, most digital downloads cannot be resold, gifted, or

111. Cowan, supra note 83, at 1423.


113. See discussion infra Part II.D.

traded.115 While customers receive a license for many purchased digital files, the meaning of ownership of such products is different from that of a book or DVD.116 A few states seem to agree with this argument by basing the taxability of the sale of a digital product on whether the customer has received any tangible personal property.117

Moreover, the user experience is also reportedly different. Aside from the instant gratification and convenience, digital content also provides a more user-friendly experience. One can easily discover new favorites by browsing through the endless lists websites helpfully sort by genre, artist, or other classifications. Most companies even make recommendations based on users’ histories. Many companies now offer a monthly subscription service so it is less costly and guilt-free for users to “walk out” on a movie or discard a book they dislike and start another one.118

The digital experience also provides a sublime blend of solitary enjoyment and social interaction. Users are able to personalize the experience and discuss interests with other users via the company’s provided forum or “like” and “become a fan” of an artist the same way one “friends” someone on Facebook.119 While consumers who chose the physical product may also log onto online forums for discussion, the experience is more streamlined and convenient with digital products. Other users opine that digital content, such as e-books, will never be a substitute for the “real thing.”120 Part of the joy of reading is the book itself—"pulling it from the shelf, inspecting its cover, letting it fall open to a random page."121

116. See Fottrell, supra note 114.
121. Id.
2. Addressing Diminishing State Revenue

The other argument for taxing digital content is that because consumption of digital content often replaces consumption of traditional products, existing methods of taxation no longer capture sufficient sales revenue, thus eroding the states' tax bases. Some have speculated that, as a consequence, states' revenues are no longer sufficient to satisfy their expenditures,\textsuperscript{122} reducing the efficiency of state governments. States either have to pass legislation authorizing taxation of the new forms of commerce to close the loophole or reduce their spending drastically.\textsuperscript{123} Indeed three states have proposed tax rate changes contingent on whether the federal MFA—which would allow those states to collect such revenue—passes.\textsuperscript{124}

B. Technical Difficulties with Imposing a Tax

One of the most unique problems of taxing digital content is the technical difficulty involved. Because digital content generally comes in the form of intangible goods or services delivered entirely over the Internet, it is difficult not only for states to establish a sufficient nexus to the seller to require it to withhold sales tax, but also to source the income so that it can be taxed in the appropriate state. This is especially problematic because most states employ a destination-based sales tax on interstate transactions,\textsuperscript{125} which de-

\textsuperscript{122}. See Mitch Daniels, Op-Ed., \textit{The Coming Reset in State Government}, WALL ST. J., Sept. 3, 2009, at A17 (pointing out that decreased state tax revenues virtually mandate a reduction in "the size and scope of . . . state governments").

\textsuperscript{123}. \textit{Id.}; Conor Dougherty, \textit{Falling Tax Revenues Slam States}, WALL ST. J., Sept. 30, 2009, at A4 ("State tax revenues in the second quarter plunged 17% from a year earlier as rising unemployment and reduced spending hurt sales-and income-tax collections . . . .").

\textsuperscript{124}. See H.B. 1515, 2013 Leg., 433d sess. (Md. 2013) (applying the sales tax to gasoline unless the state can require the collection of sales tax on sales by out-of-state sellers by December 1, 2015); \textit{Ohio Rev. Code Ann.} § 5741.03 (2015) (directing that revenue from remote seller tax collection be used to lower income tax rates); \textit{Va. Code Ann.} § 58.1-2217 (2015) (reducing the wholesale gasoline tax from 6% to 5.1% if the federal government enacts legislation to compel remote sellers to collect state and local sales and use tax by 2015); Letter from Scott Walker, Governor, State of Wis., to Wisconsin Congressional Delegation (May 15, 2013), \textit{available at} http://www.standwithmainstreet.com/getobject.aspx?fileletter%20from_Governor_Scott_Walker (supporting the use of any remote seller tax collection revenue to reduce income tax rates).

\textsuperscript{125}. All states other than Arizona, California, Illinois, Mississippi, Missouri, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Texas, Utah, and Virginia impose destination-based sales tax on interstate transactions. See, e.g., \textit{Sales Tax Rates and Identifying the Correct Local Taxing Jurisdiction}, N.Y. STATE DEP’T OF TAXATION & FIN., http://
fines the source of the transaction as the destination at which the product will eventually be used.

It can be difficult to determine the destination of digital content. With most Internet sales, sellers are provided with a shipping address. While not always accurate, especially for gift purchases, these may serve as a proxy for determining where the product will ultimately be used. However, because digital content is rarely physically delivered, it is hard for sellers to ascertain the destination. Sellers commonly use two methods to make this determination—buyers’ Internet protocol (IP) and billing addresses—but neither is without problems.

In the simplest case, the seller is directly streaming the video to the buyer. Even in this scenario, aside from the technical difficulties of obtaining recipients’ IP addresses, sellers may also be faced with Internet privacy laws, which may further limit access to such information. Moreover, sellers often reach buyers through intermediary distributors, who may refuse to provide sellers with information about buyers’ physical locations. Consumers may also take affirmative steps to maintain “Internet anonymity.” Consumers can easily hide their IP addresses by installing programs or firewalls. More advanced users may even use a proxy server so

126. For example President Obama is releasing a plan to protect consumers’ Internet privacy by adopting a consumer privacy bill of rights, which would restrict businesses’ use of consumer information. See Fact Sheet: Plan to Protect Privacy in the Internet Age by Adopting a Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights, White House (Feb. 23, 2012), http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2012/02/23/fact-sheet-plan-protect-privacy-internet-age-adopting-consumer-privacy-b.

127. For example, at a Massachusetts Department of Revenue public comment hearing regarding its proposed market-based sourcing regulations for intangible products, the Motion Picture Association of America represented that cable and satellite providers are often unable or unwilling to provide information regarding the location of the customer. See Robert E. Weyman, Michael A. Jacobs & Brent K. Beissel, Massachusetts Market Sourcing Update: Report from Public Hearing on Market Sourcing and Special Industry Apportionment Regulations, Reed Smith (Dec. 4, 2014), http://www.massachusetts.tax.com/2014/12/04/ma-market-sourcing-update-report-from-public-hearing-on-market-sourcing-and-special-industry-apportionment-regulations/.

128. See Allen Gilnes, Making Your IP Address Anonymous, Top Ten Reviews (Jan. 7, 2010), http://privacy-software-review.toptenreviews.com/making-your-ip-
that, when a website requests the user’s IP address, the proxy server’s IP address will appear instead of the user’s. ¹²⁹

As an alternative, sellers may use the buyers’ billing addresses as a proxy for the streaming product’s destination. This is the approach used by most states,¹³⁰ but also has problems. Savvy buyers wishing to evade sales taxes may easily change their billing address to a state that does not impose a sales tax. This is especially easy to accomplish with today’s movement toward “paperless billing,” so that consumers do not even need to forward the bills to their actual address. Alternatively some consumers may simply want to maintain their Internet anonymity and may choose to use services like Venmo, which offer buyers an option to make payments without providing a billing address to the seller.¹³¹

Even if sellers are able to ascertain the accurate addresses of customers, there may be issues of how to divide up the sales tax proceeds among states. The mobility allowed by digital content offers users the freedom of going about their travels or daily lives while still being able to stream their desired Internet content. With ubiquitous high-quality Internet access nowadays, it is possible that one may be streaming the same movie across many state or even country lines. For example, an iTunes user may start watching a movie while waiting for a plane in California, board the plane to New York, and continue to watch the movie on the plane. The movie would be watched in more than ten states, depending on the route of the plane. Assuming the Internet server can even detect this information, should the revenue be equally divided amongst the ten states, or should it be apportioned by the segment watched in each state?

Or, making matters more complicated, if the customer uses a monthly subscription service such as Netflix and frequently travels, how should the subscription fee be apportioned across states in which the customer has watched the movies? Even assuming that the states can reach a consensus about how such tax revenue should be divided, is it economically worthwhile to do so? For example some websites such as Amazon offer some older movies at a fairly

¹²⁹. Id.
¹³⁰. See Hicken, supra note 1.
low pay-per-view rate of $0.99 to $2.99.\footnote{132} While it may be cost-effective for big businesses such as Amazon to trace the exact segment of the movie watched in each state, the cost might be too high for smaller businesses that do not benefit from Amazon’s economies of scale. And even further assuming this is technically feasible and not cost-prohibitive, would requiring either the sellers or buyers to so accurately trace the location where the movie is being watched defeat the very point of using digital content, which some argue is at least marketed primarily to allow users more mobility and convenience?\footnote{133} It is also questionable whether such complicated taxing schemes would meet the requirements of the Commerce Clause.

Although it may be argued that sellers may address this problem by requiring customers to provide the accurate location in which the streaming product will be used, it is difficult to ensure the accuracy of the information buyers provide. Sellers may even enact a policy refusing to serve customers who do not cooperate in good faith to ensure accurate sourcing. However, in today’s economy, it is doubtful that many businesses are in the position to turn down customers and refuse the subsequent revenue generated.

The technical difficulties of imposing a tax on digital content can be addressed in one of two ways: either not imposing a sales tax on digital content or adopting a simplified uniform federal solution. While not taxing digital content may be the simplest solution since it requires no additional governmental action, it cannot be justified solely on the basis of administrative convenience. Such a solution would also cause additional efficiency problems such as differing tax treatments of the same type of goods and may deplete states’ tax revenue. Although a federal solution may be more difficult to design, it would serve the efficiency goals discussed above of closing the gap between state expenditures and revenue accrual and leveling the playing field between traditional brick-and-mortar stores and Internet businesses.

\footnote{132} See, e.g., 
\textit{Sabrina} for $2.99), 
\textit{Meet Me in St. Louis} for $2).

\footnote{133} See Chuck Tryon, ‘Make Any Room Your TV Room’: Digital Delivery and Media Mobility, 53 \textit{Screen} 287, 290 (2012).
C. Protecting Small Businesses

One of the major objections to the MFA, a proposed bill that allows states to require out-of-state sellers to collect sales tax, is the burden it would impose on small businesses. The fear is that the compliance burdens of ascertaining the correct withholding rates would create an unfair disadvantage for small businesses because of the constantly evolving laws of the forty-five taxing states and hundreds of localities. While big Internet companies like Netflix and Amazon would also be faced with the same burden, the cost would not be as crippling because of their economies of scale. This is also a unique problem for taxing digital content because, unlike traditional retailers, small online businesses do not operate out of physical storefronts. A small online business may, despite its size, have customers all over the United States and therefore be subject to the taxing regimes of many jurisdictions.

Much federal legislation, including the tax code, provides special relief for small businesses. For example stimulus acts have allowed small businesses special deductions and accelerated depreciation of expenses, ERISA currently allows small businesses to take advantage of Simplified Employee Pension plans that reduce compliance burdens and increase flexibility, and the securities laws contain simplified filing requirements and initial public offering procedures for small businesses under the JOBS Act. Those provisions demonstrate our national concern for not over-burdening small businesses, considered to be a pillar of economic growth. This concern has also been cited by the Supreme Court in *Bellas Hess*, an early nexus case, holding that “the many variations in rates

134. See infra Part III.B.2.


of tax, in allowable exemptions, and in administrative and record-keeping requirements could entangle . . . interstate business in a virtual welter of complicated obligations to local jurisdictions with no legitimate claim to impose "a fair share of the cost of the local government.""140 Interestingly when Bellas Hess was decided in 1967, there were merely eight different rates of sales and use taxes in the United States.141 The Supreme Court reiterated this concern in Quill, in language that some have interpreted to encourage congressional action.142

The concern is certainly valid because smaller companies generally have access to fewer resources than bigger companies and do not enjoy the same economies of scale. Few small online businesses have the luxury of maintaining in-house tax compliance counsel, not to mention tax-planning experts. Even those that do must spread the cost across fewer products, resulting in a higher cost per product, thus reducing their competitive edge. Some even allege that this is the reason big Internet companies such as Amazon are supporting such taxes, seeing them as a means to drive out smaller competition.143

The Business Activity Tax Simplification Act of 2015 was introduced in the House partially to address this concern by setting a minimum nexus "threshold."144 Under the bill, businesses have to surpass a threshold level of activity in a given state before they can be taxed by that state.145 The bill is an admirable effort to address the judicially murky issue of how much nexus is sufficient and would effectively shield businesses from having to contend with the myriad taxing rules of various jurisdictions unless the threshold activities level is reached. However, it alone is insufficient to address the increasing challenges states face in capturing the tax revenue from sale or use of digital content and will likely further erode

141. Id. at 759 n.13.
142. Quill Corp. v. North Dakota, 504 U.S. 298, 318 (1992) ("This aspect of our decision is made easier by the fact that the underlying issue is not only one that Congress may be better qualified to resolve, but also one that Congress has the ultimate power to resolve. No matter how we evaluate the burdens that use taxes impose on interstate commerce, Congress remains free to disagree with our conclusions.").
145. Id.
states’ tax bases. Moreover, if the minimum threshold is set too low, the bill runs the risk of violating efficiency and fairness concerns by taxing similar content differently.

This Note argues that small businesses can instead be more effectively protected by simplifying the sales tax regime for remote sales with legislation such as the MFA146 and the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement (SSUTA).147

D. Additional Tax Policy Goals

There are many other tax policy considerations that may impact the decision of whether to tax digital content.

First, one consideration is whether taxing Internet streaming would be regressive or progressive. When Netflix use was taxed in Buenos Aires, the Argentine president argued that the tax would be regressive because cable users have higher capacity to pay.148 On the other hand one could also argue that higher income taxpayers are generally more likely to have access to Internet services with sufficient capacity to stream high definition content. Admittedly this differentiation is diminishing as technology becomes more readily available and the cost of access decreases. Moreover, as technology’s allure increases, partially thanks to the multitude of digital content available, Internet access is no longer limited to the elite and business community.

Another potential justification for offering tax-preferred treatment to digital content is environmental concerns. Studies have found that choosing streaming over physical products significantly lessens carbon dioxide emissions.149 For example the carbon dioxide emissions associated with purchasing a CD from a retail store are approximately 3200 grams compared to 400 grams for an album purchased and downloaded online.150

Last but not least one could argue that the use of digital content promotes Internet access, which is presumably beneficial and


148. See Hoke, supra note 12 (discussing the constitutionality of the tax).


150. Id.
should be encouraged by not subjecting it to tax. For example, assuming streaming movies and renting DVDs are close economic substitutes and consumers are price sensitive, not taxing streaming would encourage more consumers to watch movies this way, thus incentivizing them to purchase higher speed Internet services for a high-definition and buffer-free streaming experience. The higher quality Internet access would increase the consumer’s productivity when engaging in information access and communications, which may lead to social growth and innovation. On the other hand, one might also argue that most of the benefits of higher speed Internet access—such as greater enjoyment of entertainment services and increased productivity—are internalized by the consumer in the form of increased happiness or salary, which should be reflected in the prices consumers are willing to pay. Therefore, faster Internet access should not be subsidized by the government.

In sum, while there are some reasons not to tax digital content, they are not sufficient to outweigh the countervailing efficiency concerns. The belief that similar products should be taxed similarly is an important ideological principal on which our tax system is built. Moreover eliminating digital content from state and local governments’ sales tax base would cause heavy revenue loss, since sales tax constitutes a quarter of state and local governments’ revenues. However, proposed legislation should take special care to address the unique technical difficulties of taxing digital commerce and not to overburden small businesses.

III. HOW TO TAX INTERNET STREAMING

This section briefly surveys the approaches different states have taken to taxing digital products and then examines a pair of proposed federal solutions—the MFA and the DGSTFA. Lastly this Note makes a suggestion on how digital content should be taxed.


A. A Survey of States’ Approaches

At the state level commodity taxes are generally either imposed through sales or use tax. Upon establishing a nexus to the state, the seller normally has the duty to collect sales tax for the state and is liable for any shortages. The use tax is designed to complement the sales tax. In the event that the state does not have a sufficient nexus to the seller to impose withholding obligations, the buyers would be required to directly pay a use tax. Taken together they should “provide a uniform tax upon either the sale or the use of all tangible personal property irrespective of where it may be purchased.”153 A use tax is comparatively more difficult to administer and to enforce because the consumer bears the responsibility for reporting the purchase and paying the tax liability. Some states, such as California, permit sales taxes paid in other states to offset use tax.154

States were initially slow to enact sales tax on digital content because most existing state sales tax laws and regulations focused on tangible property and specific services.155 The sale of digital content generally involved no transfer of title of tangible property and therefore was not a taxable event. However, as it became increasingly apparent that consumers are replacing traditional products with digital goods, more states sought to impose taxes on digital transactions to close the tax loophole.156 Nevertheless, the states greatly diverge on how digital content is taxed because of the differences in: (1) definitions of “digital products,” (2) tax treatment of particular types of digital products, (3) sourcing rules, and (4) bundling rules.157 The following sections study the first three components of the tax, but do not focus on the fourth because it is more relevant to cloud computing. After examining the tax laws of the

153. Broadacre Dairies, Inc. v. Evans, 246 S.W.2d 78, 80 (Tenn. 1952).
154. See, e.g., CAL. REV. & TAX CODE § 6406 (West 2015) (providing for tax credits against taxes paid to another jurisdiction).
155. Of the forty-five states with sales taxes, only a few tax digital goods and services as broadly as they tax non-downloaded goods and services. In comparison, “most state sales tax laws say that all types of ‘tangible personal property’ (physical goods) are subject to sales taxes unless explicitly exempted.” Michael Mazorov, States Should Embrace 21st Century Economy by Extending Sales Taxes to Digital Goods and Services, at 10–12, CTR. ON BUDGET AND POL’Y PRIORITIES (Dec. 13, 2012), http://www.cbpp.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/12-13-12sfp.pdf.
156. See infra text accompanying notes 179–87.
157. Taxability of Digital Products, AVALARA, http://www.avalara.com/learn/whitepapers/identification-taxability-of-digital-products/ (last visited Mar. 31, 2015); States diverge on whether a digital product sold is considered to be a part of a service or should be treated separately for sales tax purposes. Id.
various states, this Note discusses the problems with the current patchwork approach.

1. Definition of “Digital Products”

There are three general approaches to defining “digital products.”158 Twelve states159 have adopted the Streamlined Sales Tax Governing Board’s (SST) universal definitions of “specified digital products.”160 Seventeen states161 define specified digital products

---

158. See id.


160. The SSUTA defines “specified digital products” as “electronically transferred:

“Digital Audio-Visual Works” which means a series of related images which, when shown in succession, impart an impression of motion, together with any accompanying sounds, if any,

“Digital Audio Works” which means works that result from the fixation of a series of musical, spoken, or other sounds, including ringtones, and

“Digital Books” which means works that are generally recognized in the ordinary and usual sense as ‘books’.


by statute, although some define it more narrowly than others. Some of those states are SST members whose statutory definitions of digital products closely resemble the SST definition. The remaining sixteen states and the District of Columbia do not specifically define digital products for sales tax purposes. However, as will become apparent, the existence or lack of a definition does not necessarily predict the state’s decision whether to tax the product.

2. Tax Treatment

digital products in some way and affirmatively impose a tax on their sale either through tax laws or regulations. Fifteen states\textsuperscript{164} group


Internet streaming and digital products into an existing taxable category, either through revision of the tax codes or regulations. Such states may tax digital products as transfers of tangible personal property, services, or a mixed transaction.\(^{165}\)

Even within this category states’ approaches vary widely. For example Florida subjects streaming services to the telecommunications services tax.\(^{166}\) Texas taxes it as broadly defined cable television services.\(^{167}\) Arizona’s tax on streaming services mirrors the tax on its physical counterpart.\(^{168}\)

The remaining eighteen states and the District of Columbia\(^{169}\) either do not affirmatively impose sales tax on digital content or
expressly exempt it from taxation. The decision not to tax digital products is often based on an artificial distinction between tangible and intangible products that may lead to arbitrary results. For example California does not tax digital products because the state law only taxes “tangible” property and digital products are deemed intangible.\footnote{TRIB. OF REVENUE, STATE OF CA., \textit{RIB} 10-015 (2010) (not imposing sales tax on digital products).} Louisiana taxes downloaded software because customers receive property rights but does not tax video-on-demand and pay-per-view services because the customer receives limited viewing rights and no recording or downloading occurs.\footnote{DEP’T OF REVENUE, STATE OF LA., \textit{RIB} 10-028 (2010) (temporarily suspending sales tax on digital video products).} A Missouri Department of Revenue decided that movies rented by a movie theatre and delivered electronically were not taxable because they are intangible, TSB-M-11(5)S (Apr. 7, 2011) (certian e-books are not taxable), TSB-A-11(20)S (July 8, 2011) (e-books are not taxable), TSB-A-99(48)S (Nov. 12, 1999) (transfer of digital photography is not taxable), TSB-A-01(15)S (Apr. 18, 2011) (transfer of digital music is not taxed), TSB-A-08(22)S (May 2, 2008) (transfer of digital video is not taxable) & TSB-A-07(14)S (May 17, 2007) (sale of codes and digital music is not subject to tax).\footnote{DEP’T OF REVENUE, STATE OF LA., \textit{RIB} 10-015 (2010) (not imposing sales tax on digital products).} The District of Columbia also fits in this category. See D.C. Code \textsection{} 47-2002 (2015).
partment of Revenue letter ruling held that streaming video is not taxable because customers do not receive tangible property.\textsuperscript{172} Missouri subsequently adopted a rule specifying that digital products are only subject to tax if the purchaser was offered the right to use “specifically identified tangible personal property.”\textsuperscript{173}

Sometimes whether the consumer is subject to a sales tax depends on the form of the product the consumer chooses. Oklahoma does not tax sales of digital music\textsuperscript{174} or online gaming memberships and point cards\textsuperscript{175} when no tangible personal property is sold. Similarly, photography and videography services are not taxable when the end product is delivered electronically rather than physically.\textsuperscript{176} In New York e-books are exempt from sales tax.\textsuperscript{177} However, a product is only deemed an “e-book”—and thus tax-exempt—when it meets five specifically defined conditions, such as being provided as a single download and not being updated more frequently than annually.\textsuperscript{178}

Recently more states are expanding their sales tax base to include digital products as a sale of an intangible product or service. In the past three years, Maine enacted its 2014-15 budget\textsuperscript{179} which legislatively adopted its Department of Revenue’s position that digital products are taxable if their physical counterparts are otherwise taxable.\textsuperscript{180} The New York State Tax Reform and Fairness Commission proposed extending sales tax to e-books, video-on-demand, and music.\textsuperscript{181} Ohio also passed a budget bill\textsuperscript{182} to include digital products as services subject to sales tax.\textsuperscript{183} Minnesota passed the

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{172} MO. LTR. RUL. 7838 (Dec. 20, 2013).
\textsuperscript{174} OKLA. TAX COMM’N LTR. RUL. 13-023 (Aug. 1, 2013).
\textsuperscript{175} OKLA. TAX COMM’N LTR. RUL. 13-033 (Sept. 16, 2014).
\textsuperscript{176} OKLA. TAX COMM’N PRIV. LTR. RUL. 13-013 (July 11, 2013).
\textsuperscript{177} N.Y. STATE DEP’T OF TAXATION & FIN. TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM TSB-M-11(5)(S) (April 7, 2011).
\textsuperscript{178} Id.
\textsuperscript{180} However, the issue is still debated because L.D. 1572, the technical corrections bill that clarifies the budget, was vetoed by the governor. L.D. 1572, 126th Gen. Assemb., reg. Sess. (Me. 2013); see also, STATE OF MAINE OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR, LD 1572 VETO MESSAGE, (Jan. 10, 2014), available at http://content.govdelivery.com/attachments/MEGOV/2014/01/10/file_attachments/262464/LD%2B1572%2BVeto%2BMessage.pdf (letter from Maine Governor LePage to the legislature explaining his decision to veto LD 1572).
\textsuperscript{181} Fottrell, supra note 114.
\textsuperscript{182} H.B. 59, 130th Sess. (Ohio 2013).
\textsuperscript{183} Maggie Thurber, Hurry, Shoppers! Ohio’s Sales Tax Increase is Days Away, OHIO WATCHDOG (August, 22, 2013), http://watchdog.org/102341/ohios-sales-tax-is-going-up/.
\end{flushleft}
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Tax Omnibus Bill, expanding its sales tax to cover digital products, as did Washington, Kentucky, Vermont, and Wisconsin. Florida broadened its definition of services under the Florida Communications Services Tax by replacing the words “cable service” with “video service.” In addition, some states that already tax some forms of digital products are moving to tax them more fully. For example, Connecticut considered a proposal to impose the full sales tax rate on digital products.

3. Sourcing of Digital Products

SST has five sourcing rules for digital products. They are based on (1) the business location of seller, (2) the receipt location by purchaser, (3) the purchaser’s address that is available from the business records, (4) the purchaser’s address obtained during the consummation of the sale, and (5) the address from which the digital good or service was delivered or provided electronically. However, as discussed earlier, there are still many ambiguities with sourcing digital products. The concepts of destination and benefit are not easily applied to digital items. Moreover, it may be difficult for sellers to know where the product is actually received or used. Sometimes even the purchaser may not know the exact location where the product is being “used,” particularly if the purchaser then redistributes the product or if it is used in multiple locations.

States have developed varying definitions to address those ambiguities. Alabama, New Mexico, North Dakota, and Rhode Island define the place of use as server location. States that define digital products as tangible personal property generally source by desti-
nation.\textsuperscript{192} New York and an increasing number of states define the place of use as the user location.\textsuperscript{193} Pennsylvania recently reversed its former position that the server’s location is paramount in determining whether PA tax applies;\textsuperscript{194} instead taxability is determined by user location.\textsuperscript{195} Massachusetts sources software based on multiple points of use.\textsuperscript{196} Colorado adopted a similar approach in 2010, but the measure was controversial and later repealed.\textsuperscript{197}

The issue becomes more complicated when the digital content is used in multiple states. Many states resolve the issue through allocation or apportionment of the sales tax base.\textsuperscript{198} While this is a permissive election in some states, other states require it.\textsuperscript{199} State statutes and regulations often do not provide one clear solution, but rather a range of acceptable answers.\textsuperscript{200} For example Washington allows the taxpayer a choice of determining the taxable amount using either the pro forma numbers or by approximation, calculated by comparing the number of users in the state with the number of users elsewhere.\textsuperscript{201} In such cases most auditors will look to the facts to determine a sensible approach.\textsuperscript{202}


\textsuperscript{193} See \textit{id.}, at 11 (New York, Alabama and other states are trending towards defining place of use as user location).

\textsuperscript{194} PA. S ALES AND  U SE T AX R UL., N O. SUT-10-005 (Nov. 18, 2010); see also Jennifer Jensen & Alesia Parfiryeva, \textit{Taxation of the Cloud Still Hazy} (June 1, 2013), \url{http://www.thetaxadviser.com/issues/2013/jun/salt-june2013.html#fnref_4} (reporting that the prior revenue ruling was rescinded).

\textsuperscript{195} PA. S ALES AND  U SE T AX R UL., N O. SUT-12-001 (May 31, 2012).


\textsuperscript{199} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{200} \textit{Id.}


\textsuperscript{202} See Kranz, supra note 198, at 15.
4. Problems with a State-by-State Solution

The mismatch among states often leads to inconsistent results. The same transaction may be taxed multiple times or not at all depending on which states it originates from and ends in. For example, imagine a taxpayer with a Colorado billing address is at Dulles Airport and uses her Wi-Fi to download three movies from the Apple Store whose server is located in Texas.\(^\text{203}\) The interaction between the different states' laws may cause the transaction to be taxed three times by Colorado, Texas, and Virginia. This unjustifiable result is not only intuitively unfair but also raises Due Process Clause concerns.

The inconsistent structure may negatively affect interstate commerce by increasing compliance costs for companies doing businesses in multiple states, which may become crippling for smaller companies. Companies may also prefer customers in certain states with more favorable tax treatments or clearer rules, potentially resulting in disparate treatment of customers from different states. The burdens on interstate commerce and potentially discriminatory results may raise issues under the Commerce Clause.

Lastly, the inconsistent tax framework may also impact international commerce. Foreign companies may be unwilling to venture into the disjointed state tax system, fearing that the same income may be taxed twice or thrice by different states, and consequently become reluctant to enter into digital transactions with U.S. parties.\(^\text{204}\) The Supreme Court interpreted the Foreign Commerce Clause\(^\text{205}\) to prohibit such a result in Japan Line v. County of Los Angeles, holding that state and local taxes must not prevent the federal government from "speaking with one voice" when regulating foreign relations.\(^\text{206}\)

These concerns have in part led to various proposals seeking to unify and simplify the tax system. Forty-four states and many businesses and local governments have joined together to develop the SSUTA over the last eleven years, which was intended to serve as a

\(^{203}\) See Tresh & Pope, supra note 191, at 13.

\(^{204}\) See Colangelo, supra note 22, at 968 (explaining that the Supreme Court in Japan Line argued that a consideration for "gauging state tax of foreign commerce differently was the need to avoid multiple taxation").

\(^{205}\) U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 3.

platform for reaching an agreement among the states.\textsuperscript{207} Congress also proposed legislation such as the MFA and the DGSTFA.\textsuperscript{208}

\section*{B. A Federal Solution}

Although sales and use taxes are traditionally imposed by the states, subject to limitations by the federal government, this Note argues that there is a need for a federal solution or at least uniform agreement among the states for taxing the sales of digital content. This section makes the argument that a uniform solution is necessary and examines the two major proposed federal solutions: the MFA, which references SSUTA,\textsuperscript{209} and the DGSTFA.\textsuperscript{210}

\subsection*{1. Why a Federal Solution Is Necessary}

To resolve the problems caused by the mismatched sales tax regimes among the various states, there needs to be a uniform agreement among states. While the states may reach an agreement among themselves, such a resolution does not appear to be imminent. States have worked on the multi-state compact SSUTA for fifteen years.\textsuperscript{211} While forty-four states joined in the movement, only twenty-four states have adopted the resulting resolution.\textsuperscript{212} The effort has been stymied by collective action problems and the refusal of large taxing jurisdictions—such as Texas, California, and New


\textsuperscript{208} See infra Part III.B.2–3.

\textsuperscript{209} STREAMLINED SALES AND USE TAX AGREEMENT, supra note 147. The SSUTA, which is intended to serve as a platform for reaching an agreement among the states, was approved by forty-four states and the District of Columbia in November 2002. By now twenty-four states and the District of Columbia, comprising 33\% of the country’s population, have passed SSUTA legislation, and legislation is pending in at least ten other states. Streamlined Sales Tax Governing Board, \textit{How Many States Have Passed Legislation Conforming to the Agreement?}, \url{http://www.streamlinedsalestax.org/index.php?page=gen_3} (last visited May 16, 2015).

\textsuperscript{210} H.R. 3724. This Note will not address the recently introduced Business Activity Tax Simplification Act of 2015 in detail because it only sets a “nexus threshold” and does not present a comprehensive framework for future taxation of digital content. H.R. 2584, 114th Cong. (2015).

\textsuperscript{211} \textit{The Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement}, TAXCLOUD, \url{https://taxcloud.net/sales-tax-resources/about_ssuta.pdf} (last visited May 16, 2015) (noting that the Streamlined Sales Tax Governing Board was formed in 2000).

York—to participate. States do not have the luxury of leisurely waiting for a resolution because digital products are a fast growing industry and the answer to how to tax them has far-reaching consequences ranging from states’ revenue to international relations. Therefore, it is in the states’ best interests to resolve the issue quickly.

Furthermore, because of the intangible nature of digital content, its taxation impacts out-of-state sellers more heavily than most other sales taxes. While the out-of-state sellers are not technically bearing the burden of the sales tax, imposing an obligation to withhold means they would be economically sharing the tax burden with customers as well as bearing compliance costs. While bigger companies arguably have more ability to negotiate with states, smaller companies may not be equally well represented in the taxing state’s legislative process. Due to the out-of-state parties’ lack of political power within the taxing jurisdiction, there is a looming threat that the states may unfairly shift tax burdens onto those unrepresented parties. Additionally the current uncertainty in state tax laws may have a chilling effect on commerce, with businesses uncertain of whether to withhold taxes from customers and how much the tax will affect their revenue. Under-withholding typically subjects sellers to liability for the shortage, while over-withholding could result in consumer class actions.

213. See generally Zephyr Teachout & Lina Khan, Market Structure and Political Law: A Taxonomy of Power, 91 DUKE J. CONST. LAW & PUB. POL’Y 37, 40 (“A company’s political power is at its apex when it is both large in terms of the economy and plays a dominant role in its own markets.”).

214. While in-state buyers who are represented in the states’ political systems share similar interests with the sellers, their interests are not exactly aligned. For instance in-state buyers may object to excessive sales tax rates but would not mind burdensome withholding procedures imposed on the sellers. See, e.g., Hunt v. Wash. State Apple Adver. Comm’n, 432 U.S. 333, 330–51 (1977) (striking down a North Carolina law where out-of-state apple producers were discriminated against in the legislative process despite having in-state buyers); Granholm v. Heald, 544 U.S. 460, 518–19 (2005) (finding that “[m]any States had laws that discriminated against out-of-state products in addition to out-of-state wholesalers and retailers,” and citing a study that found “eight States taxed out-of-state liquor products at greater rates than in-state products” (citation omitted)).

Last but not least some companies may take advantage of the ambiguities in the current sourcing rules by negotiating sales tax rebate deals with states and localities. For instance bigger companies like Apple, Amazon, and Netflix have agreed to source the sales tax to a particular state or city in exchange for the state or city returning a percentage of the proceeds to the company.216 Such deals are not only unfair to smaller companies that do not have the same bargaining power,217 but also damaging to the state and local governments, which may be forced into a race-to-the-bottom bid for tax revenue. The state and local governments ultimately “winning” the bid may suffer from “winners’ curse,” while the “losing” governments are cheated out of their already accrued but uncollectable revenue. Moreover, because of the portable nature of the digital products, states’ taxation regimes may carry spillover effects causing negative externality costs for other states. For example, consumers can evade taxes by purchasing digital products from a state with lower tax rates causing other states to lose revenue. Because of their intangible nature, this can be more easily done with digital products than with physical products.

Under such circumstances, the federal government is in the best position to resolve the mismatch speedily and effectively, either through legislation directly imposing a simplified system or incentivizing states’ adoption of the SSUTA. Because all states are represented in Congress’s decision-making, the federal government is more likely to arrive at a balanced solution than state governments acting individually. Additionally, the federal government arguably is more capable of developing a more effective solution by virtue of having access to more resources and expertise than most state governments.

2. Marketplace Fairness Act

Congress has long been concerned with maintaining the delicate balance of honoring states’ sovereignty by allowing them to set their own tax policies and limiting state tax powers to avoid excessive, consumer class-action lawsuits with double or treble damage awards and attorney fees can result.


217. For example Cupertino’s director of administration, who has offered deals to bigger companies like Apple, admitted that the city has discouraged other companies from requesting them, allegedly saying, “No, thank you.” Id.
sively harming the free flow of national commerce. With various predecessors, the MFA also attempts to address this concern. If passed, the bill would grant states taxing authority to require remote sellers to withhold sales tax, conditioned upon states' simplifying their taxing regime on products purchased from remote sellers.

Congress’s authority for promulgating the legislation is grounded in the Commerce Clause. However, it is unclear whether the Act can withstand scrutiny under the Due Process Clause. While some have interpreted the Supreme Court to have invited congressional action in Quill, it is uncertain whether it is a mere concession to Congress’s powers under the Commerce Clause. On the other hand, even if one can successfully challenge the MFA under the Due Process Clause, the impact may be limited. Such challenges are most likely to be initiated by taxpayers resisting revenue departments’ assessments. In the interest of lowering the production bur-


219. See Main Street Fairness Act, H.R. 5660, 111th Cong. (2010).

220. What is the Marketplace Fairness Act of 2013, supra note 207.


den and increasing the chances of winning, those taxpayers would likely argue that the law is unconstitutional “as applied.” Thus, instead of striking down the entire Act, a court would likely only rule in favor of a taxpayer on an “as applied” basis.

Assuming the bill can pass constitutional muster, it is estimated to generate twenty-three billion dollars. While the revenue will be very attractive to state governments, states are required to simplify their sales tax laws in exchange. This requirement is due to the concerns cited in *Bellas Hess* and *Quill* that having to collect sales taxes for multiple states would be overly burdensome for sellers with no physical presence. Under the current proposal states have two options—joining the SSUTA or meeting five simplification mandates.

The MFA provides that any state that is in compliance with the SSUTA and has achieved Full Member status as a SSUTA implementing state will have collection authority on the first day of the calendar quarter that is at least ninety days after enactment. The goal of the SSUTA is similar to the MFA—to “simplify and modernize sales and use tax administration in order to substantially reduce the burden of tax compliance.” Member states are required to adopt uniform tax definitions, uniform and simpler exemption administration, rate simplification, state-level administration of all sales taxes, and uniform sourcing to determine where the sale is taxable. Twenty-four states, representing over 33% of the population, have joined the Agreement thus far, while several other states seem to be considering joining. However, the SSUTA’s effectiveness is stymied by the refusal of many large taxing jurisdictions to participate. In response, the SST Governing Board has increasingly focused on attracting more members rather than uniformity and

223. *Id.*


225. *What is the Marketplace Fairness Act of 2013?*, supra note 207 (stressing that the MFA’s general framework requires that states simplify their tax laws).

226. *See constitutional discussion supra Part II.*
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The project has received criticism in the past for permitting separate tax rates for certain goods and not addressing growing local tax jurisdiction complexity.232

Alternatively, the MFA also grants states taxing power if they meet five essential simplification mandates.233 The simplification requirements include, among other things, establishing one central place to file and remit the taxes, setting forth a uniform set of product definitions for what is taxable, adopting a set of uniform sourcing rules,234 and providing free software to help remote sellers calculate the taxes and file the returns.235


234. Id. at § 4(7). The sourcing rules provide that remote sales be sourced according to the delivery location or, if not available, then billing address; in the event neither are available, remote sales should be sourced to the seller’s address. Id.

235. States that choose this option must agree to (1) notify retailers in advance of any rate changes within the state; (2) designate a single state organization to handle sales tax registrations, filings, and audits; (3) establish a uniform sales tax base for use throughout the state; (4) use destination sourcing to determine sales tax rates for out-of-state purchases (e.g., a purchase made by a consumer in California from a retailer in Ohio is taxed at the California rate and the sales tax
The bill was passed by the Senate in May 2013 and was introduced in the House of Representatives on February 14, 2013 but has not yet been approved. A modified version of the bill was reintroduced on June 15, 2015. Lawmakers are sharply divided over the bill. Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) considers passing the legislation to be “top-priority” and declares it “long, long overdue.” Supporters include big traditional retailers, such as Sears, Best Buy, the Gap, Barnes and Noble, and perhaps most surprisingly, Amazon, a company that spent years fighting proposals to tax online sales. Commenters speculate that Amazon’s support is due to the current “chaotic structure” of state sales tax regarding online purchases and Amazon would rather trade the constantly evolving laws for simplified rules that make sales tax more certain. Supporters maintain that the twenty-three billion dollars of tax revenue the bill is expected to generate are taxes that are already owed, but rarely paid, and would merely “level the playing field” between online and brick-and-mortar companies.

Opponents of the bill include prominent GOP lawmakers and conservative organizations. They criticize it as being overly burdensome for small business owners and allege it is a method employed by big retailers to “squeeze out” small businesses. More recently members of the financial service industry also expressed opposition to the bill, fearing that it could lead to unexpected costs being passed on to consumers of services, such as sales taxes on collected is remitted to California to fund projects and services there); and (5) provide free software for managing sales tax compliance and hold retailers harmless for any errors that result from relying on state-provided systems and data. What is the Marketplace Fairness Act of 2013? supra note 207.

239. See Becker, supra note 224.
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services or state-level stock-transaction taxes. Senator Mike Enzi (R-Wyo.)—the bill’s co-sponsor—offered assurances that the financial industry has “nothing to worry about” because “no state imposes a sales tax on financial transactions,” but the service professional associations are not pacified, arguing that states have imposed such taxes in the past.

In December 2014 supporters attempted to link the bill to an extension of the ITFA to increase the chances of passing it. Although it came close, the measure was unsuccessful.

3. Digital Goods and Services Tax Fairness Act

While the MFA seeks to address the current perceived under-taxation of digital goods and services by clarifying states’ taxing powers, the DGSTFA is concerned with the over-taxation of digital goods and services. Although the ITFA already prohibits multiple or discriminatory taxes on electronic commerce, its scope has not been litigated and remains uncertain. Legislators were concerned that due to the current disintegrated tax treatment of digital content, the same digital purchase could be taxed by several jurisdictions. In answer to this concern the DGSTFA was proposed in 2010, 2011, 2013, and again in 2015. The bill would create a national framework for taxing digital content to ensure its fair and equitable treatment by creating consistent sourcing rules and uniform definitions. Additionally it prohibits multiple taxation of the same purchase by more than one state and local government.
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and discriminatory taxes that impose a higher rate on a digital product than its physical counterpart. The imposition of tax is also limited to the ultimate consumer of the product by barring states from taxing intermediaries.

The bill has not been successful thus far. Past versions of the bill were more restrictive of states’ taxing power and drew opposition. For example, the bill contained a provision that would have barred states from shaping Internet sales via administrative or regulatory means, forcing them to use the legislative process instead. After complaints from the National Governors Association, the provision was removed. The 2011 version also included a clause providing for federal jurisdiction for the resolution of any disputes of the Act, which was abolished in the 2013 and 2015 revision. The revised version further eliminated a vague provision that would have required states to “take reasonable steps necessary to prevent multiple taxation of digital goods and digital services in situations where a foreign country has imposed a tax on such goods or services.” Additionally “tax” is more closely defined in the 2013 and 2015 versions, containing a longer list of exclusions where states may tax without being impacted by the Act. Moreover, the 2013 and 2015 versions contain a two-year grace period for states to comply with the Act. Other than increased leniency to the states, the 2013 and 2015 versions are also redrafted to arguably read more clearly, for example by refining the sourcing rules.

C. Suggestions

As discussed, the three major policy considerations in reaching a federal solution are efficiency, fairness, and simplicity. While the three policy goals contain competing considerations, a good solu-
tion should maximize those qualities. An efficient tax should not change consumers’ behaviors, and therefore taxes on similar products should resemble each other. However, because digital products and their physical counterparts are not exact equivalents, their sales tax need not necessarily mirror each other. A fair tax, without adequate justification, should not overly burden one group of taxpayers over another. A simple tax should not be too difficult or costly to administer. Our current state-by-state tax system creates a patchwork result because of inconsistencies in different states’ laws regarding the definition of digital content, taxability, tax rate, and sourcing rules. While alignment of all four components would create a much simpler and uniform digital sales tax framework, such a solution is not politically feasible. Therefore this Note suggests that Congress do the “next best thing” and try to adopt uniform provisions for as many of the four components as possible.

This Note argues that an effective solution, at a minimum, should contain unambiguous definitions and taxability provisions that create a uniform national tax base and should adopt uniform sourcing rules. This is possible by adopting a combination of the proposed MFA with some modifications and another statute targeted toward digital goods.

1. Suggested Changes to the Marketplace Fairness Act

The MFA grants states authority to require remote sellers to withhold sales tax, provided that they either adopt the SSUTA or meet a set of simplification requirements. While this would be an improvement over subjecting sellers to the unique tax rules of hundreds of local governments and would reduce the complexity of the withholding provisions significantly, it is still far from reaching federal uniformity and simplification.

First, states’ participation in the MFA is not guaranteed. The MFA does not mandate state participation and instead incentivizes participation by granting states taxing authority to collect more revenue. While the taxing authority is attractive because of the revenue it generates, it is not exclusive to states participating in the MFA. Some states may choose not to meet the requirements of the

265. Twenty Years After Quill, Resolution on Nexus Issues Eludes States, Taxpayers as More Commerce Goes Online, ST. TAX ADVISORY BD. ROUNDTABLE (Bloomberg BNA), Sept. 28, 2012, at S-17, available at http://taxandaccounting.bna.com/btax/core_adp/get_object/state_tax_advisory_board_roundtable_fall2012.pdf (asserting that while a federal solution may be desirable, it would not be feasible because it would be perceived by the general public as a tax increase).

266. What is the Marketplace Fairness Act of 2013?, supra note 207.
MFA while still claiming taxing authority over remote sellers by maintaining their existing theories for establishing a nexus to the sellers, such as click-through nexus or affiliate nexus. While such taxing authority is not provided by the MFA, it is not denied by the current MFA either. Although Congress could rely on courts to subsequently deny that authority through statutory interpretation, such ambiguity can be dangerous, particularly because most states already claim such taxing authority. Both the taxing authority promised by the MFA and that claimed by the states can be subject to constitutional challenge, and neither is more likely to prevail than the other.

While Congress’s authority is well grounded under the Commerce Clause, it is uncertain whether the MFA can withstand scrutiny under the Due Process Clause. In comparison, the statutes claiming taxing authority may be subject to challenge under both constitutional provisions. While the taxing authority the MFA grants is arguably more certain than that states claim for themselves, the marginal difference may not be enough to incentivize states’ participation, especially because some states may find it simpler and less costly to use their own theories to generate taxing authority.

This issue can be addressed by denying non-participating states taxing authority. While such a clause will likely raise federalism challenges from the states, it is likely defensible under the Commerce Clause and incentivizes more states’ participation. Although the clause may cost the MFA some votes, it can also increase political support by virtue of making the Act more effective. Finally,

267. It is uncertain whether the internal and external consistency requirements articulated in Container Corp. of Am. v. Franchise Tax Bd., 463 U.S. 159, 169–70 (1983). If they do the MFA will be more likely to satisfy them with more uniform laws and more state participation. See supra Part I.A.1 for a general study of the constitutional requirements.

268. See supra Part I.A.2.

269. For example, this could be accomplished by implementing a minimum taxing threshold, similar to the proposed Business Activity Tax Simplification Act of 2015, on the non-participating states.

270. See, e.g., South Dakota v. Dole, 483 U.S. 203, 206 (1987) (upholding the federal government’s withholding of highway funding to states that do not impose a minimum drinking age because “Congress may attach conditions on the receipt of federal funds, and has repeatedly employed the power to further broad policy objectives by conditioning receipt of federal moneys upon compliance by the recipient with federal statutory and administrative directives” (quoting Fullilove v. Klutznick, 448 U.S. 448, 474 (1980))).
the law surrounding this issue is murky and would benefit greatly from judicial clarification.

Second, the MFA does not sufficiently simplify the digital content sales tax system. The MFA allows states a choice between adopting the SSUTA or meeting minimum threshold simplification requirements contained in the Act. While the SSUTA contains specific uniform definitions, taxability provisions, and sourcing rules, states electing to simplify by meeting the MFA requirements may still have their own unique tax bases—so long as it is uniform within the state—and impose separate tax rates and administrative rules for each local jurisdiction. Although states making this election are required to provide sellers with software to calculate the withholding responsibilities, sellers are still faced with heavy compliance burdens. Sellers still have to contend with the different tax bases of the different states as well as different local tax rates for each locality. Nor is there a guarantee that the software would be compatible across different states. Therefore, to take advantage of the “simplifying software,” the seller may have to learn to use and to enter data into multiple software systems.

Allowing the complex tax structure to proliferate is undesirable because the sellers’ consequently heavy compliance burdens can result in economic dead weight loss.271 The burdens of complying with hundreds of combinations of state and local tax rates can be reduced by providing sellers with an option to use a “blended” tax rate, which can be calculated by adding together the state tax rate and the average of the local tax rates within the state.272 The diverse tax bases among the different states can be avoided by incentivizing states to adopt more uniform tax bases, or if infeasible, the MFA can at least require the states’ software to be compatible with each other so that sellers ultimately only need to use one software.

On the other hand, this issue is not as debilitating as other issues. While not ideal this issue can also be resolved through the open marketplace. Third-party developers may see a business opportunity to develop software to facilitate small business owners’ compliance with the multistate taxing regime. Assuming there will be competing developers so that no monopolies result, the software

271. See, e.g., Baumol & Binder, supra note 112, at 392–93 (stating that “the ideal tax would . . . induce no changes in economic behavior”); Feldstein, supra note 112 (asserting that “higher taxes hurt the economy by distorting behavior”); Avi-Yonah, supra note 112, at 1 (stating that efficiency is one of the three goals of taxation).

272. See Henchman, supra note 232.
should be available to business owners at a reasonable cost. Alternatively, the small business owners may also form an alliance and collectively hire software developers so that such software will be available at a more reasonable cost, but this solution comes with the added difficulty of collective action.

Third, the MFA is not comprehensive enough to address sales of digital content. Under the MFA’s default sourcing rules, an Internet-based transaction should be sourced by destination, which is first determined by looking at the delivery address. When no delivery location is specified, the sale is sourced to the customer’s known address or billing address.\(^{273}\) In the event that neither address is available, the sale should be sourced to the seller’s address.\(^ {274}\) As discussed,\(^ {275}\) in the case of digital products, there is generally no delivery address, and it is common for the seller not to know the customer’s actual or billing address. This will result in many digital sales being sourced to the seller’s address, which is equivalent to origin-based sourcing. This result does not conform with the notion that sales tax is paid legally and economically by the buyer and, therefore, the tax should be sourced to where the buyer receives and uses the item. It also violates the norm of sourcing interstate sales to the destination and transforms the sales tax into a business tax. Such a result is also economically harmful because economists generally agree that consumption taxes are less burdensome to economic growth than business taxes.\(^ {276}\)

Moreover, especially in the context of digital product sales, such a sales tax can be easily manipulated and evaded. Because companies selling digital content do not have a lot of physical inventory, it is very easy to relocate to a jurisdiction that does not tax sales of digital products or does so at a very low rate. Some argue that relocation is not even necessary for companies to engage in tax arbitrage.\(^ {277}\) Because “origin” is not easily definable for Internet sale, it can potentially be the place where the company has most of its employees, its state of incorporation, its headquarters, the location where the order was accepted, the place where the order was processed, the shipping location, or the location of a web server. While regulations can be written to more accurately define the “origin” of a digital sale, it is still all too easy for Internet businesses to arbitrage their location and business structure decisions based on

\(^{273}\) Id.

\(^{274}\) Id.

\(^{275}\) See supra Part II.B.

\(^{276}\) See Henchman, supra note 232.

\(^{277}\) Id.
tax planning, taking advantage of low, or even zero, sales tax jurisdic- 
tions and potentially causing a race to the bottom among states.278

Furthermore, this approach would not help correct most states’ loss of revenue due to the increasing popularity of digital content because the sales tax, if any, would only be paid to the origin state. Lastly the de facto origin-based rule would also create other problems such as unjustifiable tax distinctions for similar items in the same state and taxation without representation because consumers, who are economically bearing the burden of the tax, would be taxed under the laws of a state in which they have no voting power.

Those issues illustrate the MFA’s lack of comprehensiveness, which many object to, arguing that its passage would likely “undercut the momentum for more sweeping simplification.”279 However, this Note argues that this shortcoming can be overcome by combining the MFA with other legislation more targeted at specific areas such as cloud computing or digital content. Two such current proposals are the DGSTFA and the SSUTA.280

2. Suggested Changes to the Digital Goods and Services
   Tax Fairness Act

While the DGSTFA has been controversial with state legislatures, a letter from the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) to the House Judiciary Committee suggests that more support could be garnered if Congress acted on it concurrently with the MFA and clarified its definitions and sourcing rules.281 The letter acknowledged the need for creating a national framework for taxing sales of digital content similar to the framework of mobile cellular sourcing but also raised concerns about the effect on state

278. Id.
revenue. The NCSL was concerned that the definitions and sourcing rules the bill seeks to establish are not clear enough as written. Additionally it argued that adopting the Act alone would decrease state revenue but that, if combined with the MFA, which would grant states authority to tax Internet transactions, the overall effects on states' revenues would be balanced.

This Note supports the NCSL's position. While the DGSTFA is a good first attempt at taxing digital content, its current draft version contains some ambiguities that can inspire tax evasion and deprive states of sales tax revenue. First, the Act bars state and local governments from imposing the full sales tax on "intermediaries," but the term is not well defined. This allows businesses to take advantage of the ambiguities and to structure their transactions strategically so they pay no sales tax. Such a result would cause a mismatch with how similar physical goods are taxed in some states. Similarly the Act's prohibition on states' imposition of tax collection responsibility on third-party billing services may also give companies opportunities to avoid the sales tax. However, such issues can be resolved by defining "intermediary" or "third parties" more precisely, either via the legislation itself or via regulation. For example, the Act could define "intermediary" and "third parties" to exclude participants who are related, owned, or controlled by either the seller or the buyer so that such participants' roles in the transaction are ignored and attributed to the related party.

Second, many take issue with the provision that if a digital good is used in multiple locations, sellers are allowed to accept the purchaser's assertion as to where the good is primarily used. The
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284. The letter referred to the Main Street Tax Fairness Act, H.R. 5660, 111th Cong. (2010), which is the predecessor of the MFA.
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287. Id. at 6–7; Digital Goods and Services Tax Fairness Act of 2011, H.R. 1860, 112th Cong. § 4(c)(2) (2011) (“If the sale of digital goods or digital services is made to multiple locations of a customer, whether simultaneously or over a period of time, the seller may determine the customer’s tax address or addresses using the address or addresses of use as provided by the customer.”). The 2013 and 2015 Acts have similar language. See Digital Goods and Services Tax Fairness Act of 2013, H.R. 3724, 113th Cong. § 4(e)(1) (2013); Digital Goods and Services Tax Fairness Act of 2015, S. 851, 114th Cong. § 4(e)(1) (2015) (“If a digital good or a digital service is sold to a customer and available for use by the customer in multi-
original motivation may be to reduce sellers’ compliance burdens so that they would not have to conduct complex investigations into buyers’ practices to complete their tax withholding obligations. However, this provision also opens the door to creative tax planning or outright evasion. To balance the two legitimate concerns the legislation could allow sellers to accept the assertions of individual customers while subjecting sellers to more investigative duties with respect to commercial purchasers because the latter are more capable of and have more incentive to structure transactions strategically to lessen the tax burden. Such a clause would still lessen the seller’s overall compliance costs while also reducing states’ concerns about losing revenue. In addition, the legislation may subject buyers to a “good faith” requirement in properly reporting their place of use, the violation of which could potentially trigger federal tax fraud sanctions. Alternatively, the states could be allowed to perform tax audits with the buyers and impose liability for any sales tax shortages due to misrepresentations while holding the sellers harmless if the sellers acted in good faith.

Third, many definitions of the DGSTFA reference definitions issued by the state and local taxing authorities, which can allow multiple complex tax rules to proliferate. For example, section 4(e)(2)(A) of the DGSTFA allows “qualified customers” to pay taxes directly to the state and local jurisdictions, but the Act later states that the term will be defined by individual state or local governments. The definitions are unlikely to be uniform among the different state and local governments. Variances among the definitions will mean that sellers will continue to be subjected to multiple sets of rules.

Lastly and most troublingly, while the DGSTFA contains uniform guidance for how digital content should be sourced, it is inconsistent with the proposed guidelines in the SSUTA, to which twenty-four states currently conform. This is problematic both politically and practically. The inconsistencies may be detrimental to generating sufficient political support for the bill. The twenty-four states that adopted the SSUTA could be the bill’s most likely supporters because they have expressed a preference for federally
uniform sales tax laws through adoption of the SSUTA. However, by participating in SSUTA’s drafting, the states have espoused a policy preference which is unfortunately inconsistent with the DGSTFA. Those states may object to those inconsistencies both on a policy level and because of the high implementation costs. Moreover, because there is no basis for believing that the DGSTFA sourcing rules would outperform those proposed by the SSUTA, it is difficult to justify requiring SSUTA states to switch to DGSTFA rules. While some changes to some states’ laws are an inevitable product of national uniformity, it would be preferable to limit the aggregate amount of changes necessary, both to generate more support for the bill and to make for an easier transition. Furthermore, the inconsistencies would cause incompatibility with the MFA, which references the SSUTA. Given that the DGSTFA standing alone has been predicted to result in state revenue losses,\(^{291}\) the incompatibility is undesirable because state representatives are unlikely to agree to its adoption unless it is presented as part of a “package” with the MFA.\(^{292}\)

CONCLUSION

While the most attractive attributes of digital content such as Internet streaming may be convenience and a “fuss-free experience,” its taxation is anything but easy because of the many competing considerations involved. This Note does not aspire to provide a solution to the complicated problem. Rather, by laying out the major issues, it intends to provide a jumping board for future solutions or at least provide something interesting to ponder during commercial breaks while streaming one’s favorite shows. One issue is maintaining a delicate balance between preserving states’ sovereign power to impose sales taxes, which has traditionally been regulated by individual states, and fostering economic growth by preventing excessive burdens to interstate commerce. Another consideration is finding a balance among efficiency, fairness, and administrability. On one end of the spectrum, one could impose a flat rate federal tax on digital content and apportion the proceeds among the various states by population or Internet access. While such a tax would be easy to impose and administer, it would also be similar to a head tax and may not sufficiently address fairness and efficiency concerns. On the other end of the spectrum, one may design the tax to

\(^{291}\) See, e.g., Mazerov, supra note 152.

\(^{292}\) See NCSL Letter, supra note 281 (suggesting that support for the DGSTFA is conditional on its concurrent passage with the MFA).
exactly mirror the tax on the physical product. While such a tax would serve the efficiency considerations, it would be difficult and costly to administer, particularly when taking into account the fact that one of the primary consumer groups of streaming products is the extremely mobile population. The administrability issues are especially prominent when picturing a traveler who may be streaming the same movie while crossing multiple states or a commuter who may use digital content on twice-daily commutes across state lines. The existence of hundreds of different local sales tax systems further complicates the issue. To address those concerns, the Marketplace Fairness Act and the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement have sought to develop uniform tax rules, at least at the state level.

In addition to the practical issues of designing an appropriate sales tax for digital products, there are also complex constitutional concerns. Any state- or federal-level proposals must take care not to violate the Commerce Clause or Due Process Clause, which respectively provide that the taxes must not over-burden interstate commerce and that sellers can only be obligated to withhold sales tax if they “purposefully directed” their activities toward that state. While federal solutions passed by Congress may have a lower Commerce Clause hurdle, state-level solutions must be mindful of both constitutional requirements. With the last major Supreme Court case more than twenty years old and widely criticized as unclear, the lack of recent judicial guidance on this subject also makes the task more daunting.

Further complicating the question are political issues and sharply divided public opinions. Because many digital products are currently not subject to tax, any proposed taxation measures will likely be perceived as a tax increase unpopular with Internet businesses and consumers, while any restrictions on states’ ability to tax will be seen to damage states’ sovereignty and already-diminished revenue and perceived as unfair by traditional businesses. Public opinion is likely to be sharply divided, and generating sufficient support for any kind of political action will be difficult. It may not be feasible to successfully pass legislation that creates a perfect digital content sales tax system, but measures can be taken to build a simpler and more uniform one.

This Note argues that a combination of a modified MFA and another law specifically addressing digital commerce, such as the

293. This assumes one believes that digital and physical products are exact equivalents, which is debatable. See supra Part II.A.
DGSTFA or the SSUTA, is the most likely winning combination. This combination would engender state support because (1) the MFA grants states additional tax authority and is estimated to generate revenue; (2) by simultaneously restricting the probability of multiple taxation on the same transaction via carefully drafted sourcing rules, the combination limits potential objections from the business community; (3) twenty-four states have already adopted the SSUTA, which the MFA references, and therefore would not find the new legislation overly burdensome; and (4) the combination is more likely to be constitutionally valid than individual states’ theories, at least on the Commerce Clause issue, because it would have congressional blessing and create a simplified system lessening excessive burdens on commerce. However, the MFA must be modified to make the grant of taxing power exclusive to incentivize sufficient state support. The MFA could also further simplify the sales tax system by requiring all states to provide an option for sellers to use a “blended” state and local tax rate and by ensuring compatibility among the tax compliance software states provide sellers.

Lastly a resolution should be reached as quickly as possible. This is a very important issue requiring careful consideration because digital content will only become more ubiquitous as technologies progress. The decision of how to tax digital products will be a milestone and likely set a precedent for future taxes. However, despite the hurdles the legislative bodies have to cross, the tax should be passed in a timely fashion because the longer we allow the current fragmented taxing scheme to stand, the more controversial the issue will become, as digital content businesses increasingly see the status quo of “no tax” or “low tax” as a birthright. Moreover, as the debate rages on, some businesses will continue to benefit from the chaos through tax loopholes. This result is not only arbitrary and unfair but also causes an unjustifiable loss of valuable state tax dollars.
## APPENDIX: SURVEY OF STATES’ TREATMENT OF DIGITAL GOODS AND SERVICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State Name</th>
<th>SST Definition</th>
<th>Other Definition</th>
<th>No Definition</th>
<th>Affirmative Tax</th>
<th>Implicit Tax</th>
<th>Exempt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C.</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>